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Pilot Goal: Develop AI system to assist COs during the source selection process







USER STORY #1
As a contracting professional performing a past 
performance evaluation, I want:

“To be able to upload a solicitation and have it machine 
read by the CPARS AI solution, and have the solution 
identify relevant sections to search (scope) ….  I want 
to be able to review the machine reading and 
identification, so that I can feel comfortable and be 
confident with the search parameters the CPARS AI
solution is using.”





Uses Pattern Recognition to 
extract Project Title,
Background, Scope, etc.



USER STORY #2
As a contracting professional performing a past 
performance evaluation, I want:

• To be able to input the dollar value of my 
solicitation …

• To be able to input the time period of my search by 
month, day and year, so my search complies with the 
terms of my solicitation and agency practices. 

• To  be able to search for multiple vendors at one
time …















USER STORY #3
As a contracting professional performing a past 
performance evaluation, I want:

“The CPARS AI solution to display relevant records and 
visualize  or summarize performance, so that I can 
quickly see the snapshot before I read the reports I 
select.”











USER STORY #4
As a contracting professional performing a past 
performance evaluation, I want:

“The  relevant records returned to only consider (1) 
scope, (2) dollar value, and (3) time period.  The CPARS 
AI solution should not consider performance ratings 
contained within a record (Exceptional, Satisfactory, 
etc.) to determine relevance. Records are relevant 
based on my current requirement, irrespective of
performance ratings.”



(1) scope, (2) dollar value, and (3) time period



USER STORY #5
As a contracting professional performing a past 
performance evaluation, I want:

“The CPARS  AI solution to visualize or graph a vendor’s 
past performance over time, identifying trends and 
outliers, and I want to be able to interact with this 
visualization, so that I can quickly see the data in an 
easy to read format before I read the evaluation 
reports I select.”









USER STORY #6
As a contracting professional performing a past 
performance evaluation, I want:

“The  CPARS AI solution to easily identify, via a 
visualization, any Red Flags (marginal/unsatisfactory 
rating, termination for cause or default, any would not 
recommend, or potentially a bad narrative), so that I 
can go in and read the related reports.  I want this to 
be for all records by company, not just records that
were determined relevant for my search.”









USER STORY #7
As a contracting professional performing a past 
performance evaluation, I want:

“To be able to drill down into the original evaluation 
record, so that I am confident in the result and so that I 
can read the entire evaluation record.”











USER STORY #8
As a contracting professional performing a past 
performance evaluation, I want:

“The  CPARS AI solution to use sentiment analysis to 
identify misaligned ratings and narratives by record, so 
that I can perform my own assessment of those 
narratives and be able to contact the person who wrote 
the narrative to ask additional questions.”







USER STORY #9
As a contracting professional performing a past 
performance evaluation, I want:

• To  be able to print a CPARS AI report for each 
vendor individually, that includes each relevant 
original CPARS report in its entirety; and

• To be able to save searches and reports that I run, so 
that I can re-run them fresh (with the newest data) 
or in situ (as it was run on the original day).











USER STORY #10
As a contracting professional performing a past 
performance evaluation, I want:

“The CPARS AI solution to have an intuitive user 
interface and visuals, so that I don’t need a lot of extra 
training and can use the system almost immediately.”
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WHAT’S NEXT?



QUESTIONS OR SUGGESTIONS? 
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